
waverly  |  vintage-inspired collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

waverly

artisan-crafted antiques
Time-honored furniture-building techniques and the magnificent one-of-a-kind finishing expertise of our Chinese artisans shape our Waverly 
Cabinets into worthy pieces of art. This collection’s reclaimed pine frames are hand-finished and distressed to impart a distinct timeworn 
appearance. Multiple layers of color are applied to doors and artfully removed to create richly textured, almost watercolor-like patinas—
similar to those found on hundred year old antiques. Beautifully antiqued iron hardware and delicately detailed carvings allow this exquisite 
finishing to take center stage.

product details
 u Cabinets are craftsman-built from solid reclaimed pine using traditional Chinese 

joinery.

 u In addition to its stunning natural features, our reclaimed wood is treasured in many 

of our collections as a contribution to preserving healthy and sustainable eco-

systems.

 u Antiqued finishes are skillfully applied by hand and distressed to achieve unique, 

naturally aged patinas.

 u Artisan-finished cabinetry is accented with antiqued, solid iron hardware.

 u Drawers sit on handcrafted wooden glides built by expert craftsmen, using precise, 

traditional techniques typically seen in antique furniture.

 u Our reclaimed wood furnishings are artisan-crafted and finishes are applied by 

hand. Due to this, individual pieces will vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 

making each piece truly unique.

 u Reclaimed wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic 

features inherent to salvaged lumber. These markings are normal and will not affect 

the performance of your piece.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Medium 2-Door Cabinet 
63.75” w x 16” d x 32.75” h 
Black  342058S7 
White 34WAVWHT2DR

Small 2-Door Cabinet 
36" w x 16.25" d x 32.5" h 
Back 342058S6      
White  34WAV36WHCB

Large 3-Door Cabinet 
93.75" w x 19" d x 33.25" h 
Black  342058S14        
White 34WAV94WHCB

Due to the handmade nature of this product, the finish may vary slightly and may not look 
exactly like the piece pictured, thereby making each truly a one-of-a-kind marvel.


